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Woman denied any wrongdoing when talking to police, they say
LAS VEGAS (KLAS) - Investigators with the Nevada Gaming Control Board have accus

ed a Las Vegas baccarat dealer of cheating to benefit a player and receive tips,

 court documents said.
&quot;Dumping a game, as referred to in this case, is a method used by a dealer 

that is outside the normal procedures and rules of the game to fraudulently bene

fit the player,&quot; the investigator wrote in court documents.
The gaming control board alleges Yu did not collect losing wagers from a player,

 but &quot;waited until [he] won to pay [him] out on four occasions,&quot; the i

nvestigators wrote in court documents.
 &quot;It is believed, Yu was doing this to receive tips from [the player] after

 he won.
&quot;
When the investigator talked to Yu, &quot;[she] seemed to be visibly upset and d

enied any wrongdoing.
&quot;
 Check out all of today&#39;s MLB betting right here on the MLB betting page or 

over on our MLB Picks and MLB Predictions pages for our experts&#39; favorite pl

ays today.MLB Betting Online
 All of the online sports betting sites will have the main three MLB markets in 

the money line, spread and totals for every game as well as a selection of MLB P

layer Prop Bets and MLB Team Prop Bets which can range from Home Run Scorers, To

 Have A Hit, Or Team Runs Scored.
 A bet on the Money Line is simply a bet on which team will win the match.
MLB Player Prop Bets are a type of bet in which you are betting on the propositi

on of an occurrence, or non occurrence of a specific player based stat or perfor

mance.
 There are many ways in which you can bet on player prop bets on every game of t

he MLB season.
Much like MLB Player Prop Bets, MLB Team Prop Bets are a type of bet in which yo

u are betting on the proposition of an occurrence, or non occurrence of a specif

ic event.
 MLB Live betting is when you bet on an MLB game once the match itself has start

ed.
 Its more commonly used throughout Europe and in horse racing betting, but is st

ill used by certain sharps and experts.
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